DISCLAIMER
 MINDCHAIN is a platform for products and services. This service is provided directly by the MINDCHAIN team.
MINDCHAIN is the connection direct between company the user and serves. The user can purchase product/ service
to receive a discount.
 MINDCHAIN is a virtual token with the function for the user to activate the services. Basically, MINDCHAIN is
designed by blockchain technology. Blockchain technology is the best cryptocurrency-making system all over the
world.
 Users can hold MINDTCHAIN till the farming period. After the farming period, time out every user will available to
withdraw MINDCHAIN from the MIND wallet to the public MIND decentralized wallet.
 The price of MINDCHAIN will grow by the nature of MINDTRADE and other crypto exchanges that MINDCHAIN will
add.
 Users will get profit by trading and holding MINDCHAIN. MINDCHAIN Platform is deeply working to increase
MINDCHAIN's organic price.

 MINDCHAIN- is a product of a MINDTRADE exchanger, do not hesitate if you get an offer from MINDCHAIN and
MINDTRADE users. Other ways , Don’t fall for anyone’s persuasion.
 Everyone can also buy from all dex exchangers like pancakeswap.
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THE PRESENTATION
www.mindchain.info
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Developed in Poland
MINDCHAIN- The blockchain-developed company behind the development of
MINDCHAIN cryptocurrency and wallet. Also in charge of creating the
ecosystem around the MINDCHAIN.
Poland as a tech innovation hub has an excelling environment for creating
disrupting technology.

MISSION

VISION

Our mission is to provide alternative Mindchain
will
be
the
currency for everyday use.
Focusing on cryptocurrency in the world.
the Asian market where we help unbanked
people to manage their assets best.
www.mindchain.info

widest
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HISTORY OF MONEY









6000BC- BARTER: Mesopotamia Tribes started exchanging goods for
other goods returns.
7TH CENT.BC- METAL COIN: First coins appeared in ancient Turkey.
7th CENT- PAPER CURRENCY: Paper currency was first developed in
Tang dynasty China.
1659- CHEQUES: The Earliest Known cheque which enables a
customer to draw on the funds that they had in the account in a Bank.
1958- PLASTIC CARD: Bank of America launched the first successful
recognizably modern credit card.
1980- ONLINE BANKING: Bank launched the online Banking service.
1997- MOBILE PAYMENT: First Coca-Cola drink wear bought via text
message.
2009- CRYPTOCURRENCY: Bitcoin was released.

www.mindchain.info
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CRYPTOCURRENCY
77% of world's poor have no bank account.
That is more than 2 billion people
Everyone who has access to the internet can own and use crypto-currencies.
Cryptocurrencies can be bought from various exchanges and will be stored in digital wallets.
The value of a coin is based on supply and demand. The bigger the trust and usability the
higher the demand, hence the value. Fix the number of coins generated from a code that can not
be counterfeited.
Faster and cheaper transactions for both individuals and businesses regardless of place and
time.
Governments have a real interest in low-cost digital payment solutions - they want to make
payments to the poorest. They need to identify them and get the money out to them efficiently.
www.mindchain.info
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WELL KNOWN CRYPTOCURRENCIES
Bitcoin

DASH

The first and most famous cryptocurrency.
Accepted in more than 500 000 stores. Price has
risen from 0.0002 USD to 50,000 USD. Market
capitalization 1 T USD

Price from 2 USD to 400' USD in Five Years
Market capitalization 21 B USD

Ripple

ETHEREUM

Structured to serve and enhance the existing global
financial system. From mid-March 2017 to mid-Sep:
2020 price rallied from 0.005 USD to 0.76USD
thanks to massive global implementation in
banking systems. Market capitalization 36 B USD

Price from 2 USD to 3,228 USD in Five Years
Market capitalization 388 B USD
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OPINION OF BUSINESS MOGULS
Bill Gates

SIR RICHARD MUNSON

Very efficient digital payment structure
set up for all the poorest in the world.
Through your cell phone should be
able to send money to your relatives
and buy products. it's the digital
revolution. Bitcoin is exacting to me, it
is better than currency

I think Bitcoin is working and there will
be other currencies like it that may be
even better. There is a big industry
around Bitcoin and people have made
fortunes out of Bitcoin

www.mindchain.info
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WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?
Most cryptocurrencies are based on innovational blockchain
technology.
A blockchain is a public ledger of all transactions that have ever
been executed. It is constantly growing as 'completed' blocks are
added to it with a new set of recordings. The blocks are added to
the blockchain in a linear, chronological order.
To use conventional banking as an analogy. the blockchain is like
a full history of banking transactions. Transactions are entered
chronologically in a blockchain just the way bank transactions are.
Blocks, meanwhile, are like individual bank statements.
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What is MINDCHAIN?
•

Yes !! MNDCHAIN Blockchain: Secure BFT (Byzantine Fault Tolerant) Consensus Protocol for Asynchronous Networks.
Mindchain is a Binance-based token, which means that it is compatible with the vast Binance ecosystem. According to the
developer, the Binance blockchain was the perfect host for Mindchain. Since it is secured and well-established, it allowed
the project to stay decentralized.

•

MINDCHAIN is Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System

•

MINDCHAIN leverages several cryptographic algorithms to provide reliable and secure privacy protection. For some
applications, MINDCHAIN uses efficient additive homomorphic encryption schemes. For more involved applications,
MINDCHAIN supports fully homomorphic encryption mechanisms. MINDCHAIN also developed a MINDCHAIN DAP
System. The MINDCHAIN Decentralized Anonymous Payment system (MIND CHAIN DAP) combines the idea of coinjoin and transaction encryption to achieve an anonymous payment that protects the privacy of payment address, amount,
and receiver address. The MINDCHAIN DAP uses "Pedersen Commitment" homomorphism from the BGN06 encryption
scheme to verify the trans-action amount and enable the transaction payee to decrypt the ciphertext directly without
additional communication. In addition, MINDCHAIN DAP adopts the neoteric NIZK certification technology named
Bullet Proofs to verify the transaction value interval as well as the BGL03 aggregated signature (OWAS) and the coin-join
technology to protect users’ identity privacy. By deleting the independent transaction signatures and the public keys of
the encryption scheme, the number of transactions stored in the block is increased. An example of MINDCHAIN DAP is
presented in Figure

www.mindchain.info
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•

•

Contract code storage: The hash value of the smart contract is recorded on the chain,
and the complete contract code is stored off-chain with a hash value index. When the
contract is executed, the code is loaded from the outside of the chain. Since the hash
value of the contract is already recorded in the chain, even if the code is loaded from
the outside of the chain, there is no need to worry about the contents of the contract
being tampered with. This allows the node to save more space for storage and can
also protect the content of smart contracts to a certain degree of privacy at the same
time.
Contract code execution: The MINDCHAIN virtual machine adopts a memory-safe
and platform-independent instruction set standard based on Web3 Assembly that
can be mapped to all types of CPU architectures perfectly and efficiently. The
contract’s instruction set runs in a virtual container which imposes strict restrictions
on computing resources and program steps to ensure secure execution of the
contract. MINDCHAIN is currently a BEP20 token.
Contact address: 0x258Ea33a949D8562A2683e1C54D4bAeAd2949F9E
www.mindchain.info
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Mindchain: As Crypto Currency
Total Token supply : 71,000,000 Token
Token type: BEP20 Token
Token Short name: MIND
Token Full name: MINDCHAIN
Farming: 15,000,000 Token
Add on exchanger: 69,500,000 Token

•
•
•
•
•

24/7 transaction
Decentralize token
Cheap transaction fee
Continuous development
Fast Transaction
www.mindchain.info
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Secure: no risk of exposing your personal or card details.

Easy to use: the everyday currency for paying everywhere via mobile phone.
Vast ecosystem ( Game, Merchant, financial service, payment solutions)
Valuable (High demand od next-generation cryptocurrency)
Strong vision ( MINDCHAIN is the future of financial service and crypto market)
Conditional payment: possible to set a condition when the pay received money
other ways you can take the money back.

Mobile payment: no need to carry your card or wallet, just need your
mobile.
Fair distribution: the smaller amount of tokens will distribute to more people

www.mindchain.info
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MINDCHAIN APPROACH
Cryptocurrencies need years and years of exposure to the masses before they start accepting
and using them.
We educate people and reward them with our currency for free. Everybody can purchase the
coins, but people who have studied the education materials can get coins for free.
We create usability through…………..
online games.
educational games for kids.
participation requiring activities,
e-commerce,
Liquidity funds,
payment solutions.

We use an affiliate system to reach more people in a shorter time and to build the popularity of
the currency.
Heavy investments in continuous development to use the most innovative tech.
www.mindchain.info
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WHY SHOULD MINDCHAIN CAN VALUE?
Technical Feature: Thanks to blockchain development MINDCHAIN makes the fast transaction at a
very large scale so there are no scalability issues. The minimal transaction fee and the denomination
system make MINDCHAIN suitable for micropayment.
Usability: The second major indicator is the ecosystem around the currency. The development team
behind the mind token has a very big vision and strong strategy for creating the infrastructure of
merchant and payment options around the currency and Bering the token to everyone's wallet.

Marketing: Combining traditional marketing, social media marketing, and affiliate marketing to
promote MINDCHAIN price potential around the world.
Being one step ached: we do not know what MINDCHAIN price will knock after two years. But we
have some positive steps to increase MINDCHAIN price rapidly better and better.
Compliance: More and more countries are accepting cryptocurrency as payment. We trying to build a
good relationship with other countries to accept MINDCHAIN for better organic value.
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Exchange: MINDCHAIN is not only a project it is totally sister concern of mindtrade.net
exchanger. Every token/coin price grows by its payment getaway, trade on the exchange, and vis
support any financial system like a bank. If we follow Binance coin BNB and qshare coin Qcoin
they are exchangers come coin system. Mind token has its own exchanger called mindtrade.net. If
we look at Binance it has 17 Crores coins and an established exchanger, q share is also like this.
Binance launched exchanger in march, 2017, and coin launched in august, 2017. all members trade
on Binance to use bnb coin. Its price grows rapidly.
MINDCHAIN: Has its own exchanger and e-commerce market. All members will trade on
exchanger using MINDCHAIN token and the use MIND token as payment getaway. And
MINDCAHIN will be used for a liquidity fund that will create a token by using the MINDCHAIN
network
Circulating token: We have 710,000,00 tokens only. On our exchanger, more traders will trade on
the exchanger, available trade MIND/BNB, MIND/USDT, MINDD/WBNB. So, definitely, the
price will grow from 0.029 $ to more than 5$, 10$ within a short time as previous exchanges come
coin experience. Already it’s $0.058 on the dex exchanger.
Marchant: More traders and merchants will trade and use MIND tokens for their business. And
already 2 companies agree with MIND company to use MIND token as payment.
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Every person on the planet has the right to have
access to money and financial products.

Using cryptocurrency must be easier and cheaper
than regular currency - if you have access to the
internet you can use it.

We invest heavily in tech development to support
the people in need.

Our strong focus is on educating the masses.

We support a charity in every country we are
present in and our customers choose which one
needs our help the most

We have the total ecosystem to increase
MINDCHAIN Core value.
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Timeline Infographic
September 2021
✓ Social Media
Marketing Started
✓ Community Building
and White Paper
Publish

October 2021
✓ Roadmap Design
and Website
Development
✓ Creative Content
Design for Mindchain

November 2021
✓ Smart Contract
Development
✓ Verifying Contract
Source Code

✓ Listing in PCS,
Sushiswap, Coinranking,
Coinpaprika
✓ Adding Liquidity on
Swap Exchanges

✓ Private Sale Started
and Partnership
Program Announcement
✓ Defi Website
Upgradation for Private
Selling

February 2022
✓ Regular AMA about
Technical Update
✓ MIND Blockchain
Development AMA

October 2022
✓ Staking and
Farming Upgradation
✓ Decentralized
Exchange
Development Update

November 2022
✓ DEX Exchange
Mind-dex Opening
✓ Public Exchange
Listing

December 2022
✓ CEX Opening
✓ Blockchain
Ecosystem Features
Update

June 2023
✓ Completing Own
Mindchain Ecosystem
✓ Corporate
Partnership Deal with
Marchant

December 2021

January 2022

MIND 20 (Mind Scan)
Blockchain
Mind Explore
Crypto news Site
Dex Exchanger
Mindtrade (Public Exchanger)
Mindchain (MIND) Native Coin

www.mindchain.info

Mind soft wallet
Mind NFT
Mind Tech
Mind Academy
Mind Crypto School
Coin market analysis as Like (CMC)
Mind Hard Wallet
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Get In Touch
Visit: https://mindchain.info/
Login: https://mindchain.info/mind/user
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mindchain.info

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mindchaincoin/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MindChain1
Telegram: https://t.me/MindChainMIND
Email: info@mindchain.info
Exchanger: https://mindtrade.net/

Whitepaper: https://mindchain.info/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/mindchain-whitepaper.pdf

Get In Touch
Live Price: https://coinpaprika.com/coin/mind-mindchain/
Pancakeswap : https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=
0x258ea33a949d8562a2683e1c54d4baead2949f9e
Coinalpha: https://coinalpha.app/token/0x258ea33a949d8562a2683e1c54d4baead2949f9e
Top 100 token: https://top100token.com/address/0x258ea33a949d8562a2683e1c54d4baead2949f9e
Coinranking : https://coinranking.com/coin/htA2C2yTr+mindchain-mind
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCogQYyfu7ista6L1X8SQluw
“Believe in the Mindchain✊
Invest in Mindchain Coin (MIND)
MIND/BNB Pair is Live!💯”
Mindchain- Next Generation Blockchain & Crypto Asset

71,000,000 MIND
Total Supply

71,000,000 MIND
Maximum Supply

4,458,178$
Market Cap
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“

🚀Mindchain🚀
Next Generation Crypto and
Blockchain-Based
Cryptocurrency. One Step
Investment Solution Platform.
Hodl Mindchain.
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Thanks!

Email:
defi@mindchain.info
mindchaininfo@gmail.com

Any questions?
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